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The objective of our study is to examine the mechanisms of the corporate balance sheet
during the exogenous COVID-19 crisis. The Fama-MacBeth methodology is employed on
the US stock market, controlling for industry and common market risk factors. We argue
that financially flexible firms, i.e. firms with more cash and less debt, should have less risk
and be better shaped than their inflexible counterparts to fund a revenue shortfall. We find
that financially flexible firms have 12.4% higher returns than inflexible firms when using
book leverage, and 20.5% when using market leverage. The higher returns correspond to
a 23.2% and 38.4% lower stock price reduction for the flexible firm, dependent on debt
metrics. We document that the return gap between financially flexible and inflexible firms
remains fairly constant throughout the market recovery, and hence that our results can
not be due to the increased elasticity of equity. We argue that market leverage is a better
overall measurement of debt capacity and firm risk. When addressing industry exposure
to COVID-19, we claim that the importance of financial flexibility should be magnified
(reduced) for firms with high (low) fundamental exposure. We do not find that resilient
firms benefit less from financial flexibility. Exposed firms gain from higher cash holdings
prior to the stock market crash. This effect seems to be reversed after the FEDs market
intervention on March 23rd, although the results are ambiguous. Market leverage suggests
no magnified effect from debt for exposed firms. However, again our metrics provide
conflicting results. Also here we argue that market leverage is more in line with economic
rationale.
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1 Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic is the first major exogenous shock, touching every corner of the
world. The world could only watch as the real economic shock caused stock exchanges
across the globe to plummet in the early stages of 2020, with the S&P 500 index setting a
new record for the fastest 30% crash in history (Li, 2020). The index continued to fall more
or less continuously from February 24th until March 23rd, the date the Federal Reserve
Board (FED) announced major market interventions (Ramelli and Wagner, 2020). The
announcement marked the turning point in the market, setting off an enormous growth
period lasting throughout 2020. A uniqueness with COVID-19 is the big skewness in
how it has impacted industries, with “disaster-resilient” companies yielding higher returns
than non-resilient ones during the stock market crash. For instance, technology giants
have outperformed the travelling industry by large, due to their resilient characteristics.
Whereas Google had a market-adjusted return of 33% in the first quarter of 2020, United
Airlines experienced a loss of -53% (Pagano et al., 2020).
The abrupt and exogenous nature of COVID-19 ensures that research results are not
affected by any internal buildup within the financial systems or anticipation of a crisis.
In this way, COVID-19 provides a unique opportunity to study the unbiased importance
of the corporate balance sheet in times of crisis. A research paper that exploits this
opportunity is written by Fahlenbrach et al. (2020). They study the effect of the corporate
balance sheet during a sudden revenue stop. We base our study on the work of Fahlenbrach
et al. (2020) and follow the same general approach.
The objective of our study is to investigate whether there is a causal relationship between
corporate characteristics and stock returns. Using the definitions of Fahlenbrach et al.
(2020), financially flexible firms are defined as firms that have cash holdings in the top
quartile and leverage in the bottom quartile, while financially inflexible firms are firms
that have cash holdings in the bottom quartile and leverage at the top quartile. To address
the special trait of COVID-19 regarding industry differences, we investigate whether the
effect is magnified (reduced) for firms with high (low) exposure to the pandemic. High
exposure (low resilience) means that the industry is strongly affected by social distancing
requirements and thus less able to continue business operations. Low exposure (high
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resilience) means that the industry is weakly affected.
We build on the work of Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) by employing the Fama-MacBeth (FMB)
methodology. The advantage of the FMB-approach is that it corrects the estimates for
cross-sectional correlation of the error term, yielding more accurate significance levels
compared to the regular OLS (Cochrane, 2005). Another novelty is our implementation
of market leverage, debt to total liabilities and market value of equity. Compared to
book leverage we believe market leverage to be a more accurate representation of the
true value of firm assets. Furthermore, we differentiate by implementing more distinct
time periods based on specific events and remove small-capitalization stocks. To ensure
that the balance sheets are unaffected, we require a stricter cut off for fiscal year-end.
Regarding fundamental exposure to COVID-19, unlike Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), we
implement indicator variables for both most resilient (low exposure) and exposed firms.
This yields us the opportunity to not only analyse exposed, but also resilient firms.
Our empirical analysis reveals that financially flexible firms’ stock price falls 23,2% less
than inflexible firms within the same industry when using book leverage (metric one), the
same measurement as Fahlenbrach et al. (2020). When using our new debt metric, market
leverage (metric four), we instead find that the stock price of financially flexible firms fall
38,4% less, which states the greater economical importance of the metric. In line with
Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), we find that the return gap appears to remain permanent after
the stock market recovery. Similar to Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), we demonstrate that our
results can not be explained by the leverage effect.
In line with Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), our results suggests that highly exposed firms gain
additional value from cash holdings. However, we see this effect prior to and not during
the stock market crash. The same effect detected in different time periods could be due
to different definitions of time periods. We get some results suggesting that this effect is
reversed after FEDs market intervention on March 23rd, but the results are inconclusive.
Furthermore, we do not find a magnified effect between debt and exposed firms. Our
new metric has economically intuitive signs, but lack statistical power. When using the
original metric by Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), we find the counter-intuitive result that
long-term debt is of less importance for exposed firms. We find weak indications that being
classified as exposed in itself leads to lower stock returns in the Incubation. Regarding
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resilient firms, there are no results suggesting that they benefit less from financial flexibility.
Furthermore, being classified as resilient in itself does not lead to higher stock returns.
We claim that our new metric is a better representation of leverage and risk due to the
increased magnitude and consistent economical intuition.
The purpose of our research is not to come up with some investment strategy or other
financial advice, but to uncover the mechanisms of the corporate balance sheet during an
unexpected economic shock. The relevance of our results is that some firms may choose
to alter their composition of cash holdings, leverage, or other important aspects of their
business model, to be more robust against future exogenous shocks (Gill, 2020) (DeAngelo
and DeAngelo, 2009).
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 we provide documentation
of main events during the pandemic and elaborate on the relevant literature in Chapter
3. Subsequently, we present an asset pricing framework and use it to develop testable
hypotheses in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents and justifies the data before the methodology
is explained in Chapter 6. Our results are presented in Chapter 7, followed by robustness
tests in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 consists of limitations and further research. Finally, we
provide our concluding remarks in Chapter 10.
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2 The Course of COVID-19
“Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered
coronavirus” (WHO, 2020a). The virus started as a local outbreak in a wet market in
Wuhan, China, and expanded globally in a matter of months (Ramelli and Wagner, 2020).
Businesses all over the world were forced to shut down their operations instantly.
People infected by the virus will primarily have mild to moderate respiratory illness and
recover without requiring special treatment. However, high age and/or underlying medical
sicknesses such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and cancer
are associated with a higher risk of developing serious illness and in the worst case death.
The best tools to prevent and slow down transmission are information about the virus,
the disease it causes, and how it spreads. The COVID-19 virus expands first and foremost
through droplets of saliva or discharge from the nose of an infected individual. Thus
washing or disinfecting your hands as well as proper respiratory etiquette are important
precautions (WHO, 2020a).
We will now present a timeline of key events and the evolution of investor attention to
COVID-19 as the crisis unfolded. On December 31st, 2019, the World Health Organization
(WHO) was informed of cases of pneumonia of unknown etiology detected in the city of
Wuhan. The following day, Chinese health authorities closed down the Huanan Seafood
wholesale market for environmental sanitation and disinfection, as there were indications
pointing at the wet market as the source of the virus (WHO, 2020b). Soon news about a
potentially new and dangerous virus in Wuhan started to spread also outside of China. For
instance, Hong Kong began screening passengers on trains that were passing Wuhuan, and
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued advice for travelers in Wuhan to
avoid animals, animal markets, and interaction with ill people. On January 20th, Chinese
health authorities reported findings of the first human-to-human transmission. Already
the next day, the WHO presented the first situation report on the outbreak of COVID-19
(Ramelli and Wagner, 2020).
It is no doubt that Corporate managers and analysts started paying attention to the virus
already in the first outbreak period. The first conference call in the US that discussed the
virus took place on January 22nd. No later than the second week of March, COVID-19
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was the main topic of the majority of all conference calls. On February 22nd, the first
Italian deaths due to the virus were registered. The next day, Italy‘s Council of Ministers
of 2020 placed around 50 000 people in isolation to contain the virus (Ramelli and Wagner,
2020).
The incident in Italy on February 23rd marks the beginning of a series of extraordinary
events. Using data from Yahoo Finance we have constructed Figure 2.1, which shows the
development in the S&P 500 index from January 2020 to December 2020. The Italian
lockdown proved to be a starting point of the biggest financial market crash in history.
First, the S&P 500 set an all-time high record on February 19th. Second, the peak
was followed by a new record for the fastest 30%-fall in history, only taking 22 trading
days. This edges out the 23 days 30%-retraction during the Great Depression by one day
(February 6th, 1934) (Li, 2020). The world could only watch as the real economic shock
caused the stock exchanges of the world to plummet. Similarly, the second-worst day ever
of the Dow Jones Industrial Index happened on March 16th, and three of the 15 worst
days ever occurred between March 9th and 16th. On March 11th the WHO announced
that COVID-19 can be characterised as a pandemic (WHO, 2021). In response to the
WHO’s announcement, the President of the United States announced a travel ban on
European Union countries the same day and declared the COVID-19 outbreak a national
emergency on March 13th. The S&P index and other stock exchanges continued to fall
more or less continuously until March 23rd. On this day, the FED announced a major
market intervention aimed to provide liquidity in the markets (Ramelli and Wagner, 2020).
The effect of FED‘s intervention can be seen in Figure 2.1. The market starts to recover
after March 23rd and continues to grow throughout the year 2020. From the rock bottom
of the S&P 500 on March 23rd to the last trading day of the year, the market index
experienced a continuously compounded return of approximately 52%1.
1Returns March 23rd to Dec 31st, calculated: ln(3756.07/2237.40)= 52%
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Figure 2.1: S&P 500
The figure shows the development in the S&P 500 Index from January to December 2020.
It is constructed by using data collected from Yahoo Finance.
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3 Literature Review
Well acknowledged papers on capital structure include the Modigliani and Miller Theorem.
They argue that firms’ cost of equity is proportional to the level of leverage (Berk and
DeMarzo, 2020a). Accordingly, equity risk increases with leverage. This is also illustrated
by Merton (1974) with a concept known as the “leverage effect”. The leverage effect is
explained as the phenomenon where equity value changes proportionally more than asset
value when leverage increases. Further, Opler and Titman (1994) examine the connection
between corporate performance and leverage when the industry is doing poorly. By
comparing the 10th and 90th quantile of firm leverage, they find that the highly levered
firms experience a 26% higher loss in sales. DeAngelo and DeAngelo (2009) argue that
low leverage prior to a situation where liquidity is needed is optimal because it gives the
opportunity to issue debt to raise capital. Implying that firms should opt for a level of
leverage that is below what the traditional trade-off theory might suggest. Fresard (2010)
finds evidence that larger cash holdings lead to systematic future market share gains at
the expense of industry rivals, particularly in times when finances are tight.
The literature on COVID-19, and specifically its effect on the stock markets is ever-
growing. Our main inspiration is the work done by Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), a study on
the importance of corporate financial flexibility on stock returns in the US. By running
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions on stock cumulative excess returns, they aim
to capture the effect of different proxies for financial flexibility, controlling for common
market risk factors and industry-fixed effects. They find that the difference between the
stock price drops of financially flexible and inflexible firms is 26%. This difference is
not closed as the stock market recovers, rejecting a mechanical leverage effect. Next,
measurements on exposure to COVID-19 created by Koren and Pető (2020) & Dingel
and Neiman (2020) are included. By creating an indicator variable for the most exposed
quartile, they find that firms exposed to the pandemic gain more value from cash holdings.
Furthermore, they find no magnified effect of debt for exposed firms, although being
characterised as exposed yields in itself lower returns.
Pagano et al. (2020) research whether a firm’s resilience to social distancing causes different
stock returns during the pandemic. They use indexes of exposure to COVID-19 created
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by Koren and Pető (2020), Dingel and Neiman (2020) & Hensvik et al. (2020), to classify
firms as resilient or exposed based on their industry. They find that resilient firms see
higher returns than exposed firms, proving that the industry a firm operates in is of utmost
importance in determining stock returns during the pandemic. For instance, technology-
heavy industries perform fairly well, while food catering, travel and tourism industries are
suffering. The difference in returns is statistically significant, and the results hold when
using capital asset pricing model- (CAPM) and Fama-French 3-6 factor-adjusted returns.
Moreover, they also apply option data and conclude that markets seem to price in a new
risk factor, “pandemic risk”.
Another noteworthy paper on COVID-19 and US stock returns is written by Ramelli
and Wagner (2020). They focus on firm exposure to China, but include leverage and
cash. Using an OLS-approach, they find a positive and negative relationship between
stock returns for cash and leverage, respectively. Research outside of the US includes
Gerding et al. (2020), who studies the role of sovereign debt for equity returns during
the pandemic. The analysis is based on data from more than 25 000 firms in over 80
countries, grouped after industries and geographic locations. Their findings suggest an
elevated equity risk, in the face of disaster, for firms with headquarters in countries with
high debt-to-GDP ratios. Variations in debt-to-GDP explain around 23% of the average
stock price decline in the first months of COVID-19. Their result implies that investors
value governments‘ opportunity to intervene and help keep firms solvent when the market
experiences revenue shortfalls.
Many studies evaluate the connection between corporate characteristics and stock price
reactions to COVID-19 infection cases. Ding et al. (2020) study international cross-firm
stock price reactions, as functions of pre-shock corporate characteristics. They find a
milder drop in stock prices among firms that have stronger pre-2020 finances (more cash,
less debt, and larger profits), and less exposure to the pandemic through global supply
chains and customer locations. Alfaro et al. (2020) show that unexpected changes in
the trajectory of COVID-19 infections predict US stock returns in real-time. Further,
they find that COVID-19 related losses in market value at the firm level rise with capital
intensity and leverage, and are more substantial in industries that are more conducive to
disease transmission.
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Our study contributes to the literature on corporate characteristics and COVID-19. We
contribute by enhancing the understanding of corporate balance sheets and the importance
of financial flexibility. Further, we build on the crisis literature by studying the effects of
the corporate balance sheet on equity prices for firms with varying degrees of exposure to
the exogenous shock. To the best of our knowledge, we differ from previous research by
employing another methodology and a new measure of corporate debt.
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4 Theory and Hypothesis Development
In this chapter, we present a framework to establish hypotheses for how firm equity value
should be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. In Subchapter 4.1 we analyse the effects of
a sudden revenue stop on firm cash flow and equity risk. Subsequently, we derive testable
hypotheses from this analysis in Subchapter 4.2.
4.1 Cash Flow and Risk When Revenue Stops
To analyze the effects of a sudden revenue stop, we use the Free Cash Flow to Equity
(FCFE) model. The model states that the stock price today is equal to the discounted
future free cash flows to equity. Equation 4.1 calculates the free cash flow available to
shareholders. (Berk and DeMarzo, 2020b)
FCFE = EBIT ∗ (1− t) +Dep.− Capex−∆NWC − Interest ∗ (1− t) + ∆Debt
(4.1)
To make the analysis more intuitive and easier to grasp, we make several assumptions.
First, we assume no depreciation, capital expenditures or changes in net working capital.
Second, all free cash flow to equity can be predicted. Third, debt payments correspond
to an increase in costs. Last, there is no interest and tax. These assumptions make it
possible to present a simplified FCFE model (Equation 4.2) that consists of revenue (R),







When disaster strikes and revenue stops, firms experience financial difficulties and some
face the risk of insolvency. The model is altered to Equation 4.3. For the “T” periods
revenue is missing and firms will experience a negative cash flow. To mitigate the issue,
cost-cutting is imperative. The greater extent to which a firm is able to cut costs reduces












4.1 Cash Flow and Risk When Revenue Stops 11
Capital structure and cash holdings prove important in how well firms tackle the new
disconcerting situation. To fund the running expenses firms normally need to access
external fundings. Higher levels of leverage limit the available financing options because
of less collateral to borrow against, and the increasing uncertainty on liquidity may force
expensive financing. Naturally, a higher level of leverage means higher firm-specific risk.
In this regard, we expect levered firms to perform worse in bad times. Investors require
higher compensation for higher risk and the required rate of return on equity, re, rises.
This in turn leads to greater stock price reductions compared to unlevered firms, which
have a lower required rate of return on equity. Furthermore, when disaster strikes, equity
acts as a cushion that absorbs losses. Higher levels of leverage reduce this cushion and
amplify the risk associated with leverage.
In contrast to leverage, high levels of cash reduce financial constraints and the risk of
insolvency. It gives the firm more flexibility as it helps avoid expensive financing options,
for instance, fire selling assets. Since firms with high cash holdings are considered less risky,
investors require a relatively lower return on equity, re, and these firms should trade at a
higher stock price. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that firms with large asset-specific
risk typically choose to have higher cash holdings. These firms carry higher risk and it
is harder for them to access external funding. In a shortfall of revenue, precautionary
cash savings may be their only financing option. Ample cash holdings are crucial for
these firms to survive a crisis and reduces their risk. Further testimony to the positive
association of cash on stock prices.
To investigate the risks associated with cash and leverage during COVID-19, we compare
financially flexible and inflexible firms in the analysis. Given the lower risk faced by
financially flexible firms, we expect a higher trading price compared to inflexible firms.
Firms highly exposed to COVID-19 have higher risk due to greater uncertainty around
future revenue prospects. Exposed firms lose a greater share of their revenue compared
to resilient firms, as resilient industries are more able to continue with their operations.
They have more negative cash flow to fund. Additionally, we expect it to be even harder
for exposed firms to access outside finances due to their increased pandemic risk. In that
sense, the value of being “financially flexible” should be magnified for exposed firms. High
levels of cash and low levels of leverage are particularly desirable for these firms.
12 4.2 Hypotheses
4.2 Hypotheses
All of the aforementioned lead us to two hypotheses:
1. Cash is a positive determinant of stock return while leverage is a negative
determinant of stock return during the stock market crash.
Higher cash holdings reduce the financial strain and insolvency risk and help the firm
avoid expensive financing options when revenue stops. Higher holdings of debt increase
insolvency risk, as firms’ ability to absorb asset price losses worsens. In addition, it
increases negative cash flows and reduces collateral to borrow against. The risk associated
with cash and leverage suggests that flexible firms should experience higher returns than
inflexible firms during the market crash.
2. Effects of cash and leverage are magnified (reduced) for firms highly exposed
(resilient) to the pandemic.
Firms with higher fundamental exposure to the pandemic have higher risk and experience
a greater reduction in revenue. In this regard, they have to acquire more liquidity and are
expected to benefit more from higher cash holdings and lower debt. Oppositely, resilient
firms have less risk and experience less of a fall in revenue. Hence, the importance of cash
and debt should be reduced for resilient firms.
To test the effects of cash and leverage we run regressions prior to, during, and after
the stock market crash. As investors are unaware of the severeness of the crisis to come,
we should not find that cash and leverage are determinants of return in advance of the
market crash. If the leverage effect of Merton (1974) holds true, levered firms should see
higher returns when the market recovers. If this is the case, the effect during the stock
market crash is due to the elasticity of equity, and the relative importance of our findings
during the crash decreases. As the findings of Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) suggest, we should
not see any significance during the stock market recovery, speaking to the novelty of the
exogenous shock that is COVID-19.
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5 Data
In this chapter, we present and justify the choice of data used in the study. First, we
start by presenting the data sources and give an in-depth description of data filterings.
Followed by an explanation of our dependent and independent variables, as well as the
time period. Variable definitions using Compustat items are presented in brackets. Last,
a presentation of the main summary statistics and correlations is given.
5.1 Data Source and Filtering
The data sample is obtained from the Wharton Research Data Services database,
Compustat Capital IQ North America Daily, and Kenneth French’s website2. First,
we retrieve stock price information for 2019 and 2020 on the stock exchanges AMEX,
NYSE, NASDAQ. In total, they make up the majority of the US stock market. Second, we
retrieve information on capital structure and other key financial information for firms on
the relevant stock exchanges. Third, the market return and risk-free rate are downloaded
from Kenneth French website.
To begin with, we remove firms with Standard Classification Code (SIC) between 6000-
6999, 4900-4949, and above 8000, which are financial firms, utilities, and not-for-profit and
governmental firms. These firms are filtered out as we need to make an apples-to-apples
comparison to avoid biased estimates. Financial firms distinguish from operational firms
as they usually have a capital structure based heavily on leverage. While operational
firms’ optimal leverage ratio is approximately 50% equity, financial firms such as banks
usually hold no more than what is required by law, around 10%. This is not a sign of
financial distress, but rather the nature and role of the firms as financial intermediaries
and asset transformers. The same applies for utility firms, such as water or gas firms.
These industries are capital intensive and invest heavily in infrastructure financed with
debt. Non-profit firms may have illogical information as they often are not organized and
govern with the aim to maximize profits. Governmental firms are likely to have less risk,
as they have a higher likelihood of getting support from the authorities when disaster
strikes.
2Kenneth French website: https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
14 5.2 Dependent Variable
Next, we drop stocks that do not have security issue types equal to common ordinary.
Security issue types like preferred, warranted stocks, etc. play by other rules than common
ordinary stocks. These stocks can come with perks such as collateral in case of default,
priority over dividends, or extraordinary voting rights. As they differ in dynamics, they
are not comparable to common ordinary stocks. Furthermore, firms that do not have
headquarters in the US are dropped. They may be under other countries’ legislation and
in that sense bias the comparison.
In accordance with Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), firms with an average stock price during
2019 below $1 are dropped. Penny stocks are highly volatile and react drastically to news.
In extreme cases, they can multiply in value intraday (Oseberg, 2016). To further prevent
overvaluation of small-capitalization stocks in our regressions, we use the definition of
French (2021) and drop small-capitalization firms. He defines small-capitalization firms in
developed markets as the bottom 10% sorted by market value (French, 2021).
To further ensure the validity of our results and analysis we have decided to exclude
companies that publish their Annual Report later than January 31st. There is a reoccurring
problem regarding empirical research relying on fiscal information during times of crisis.
Namely that the capital structure is not completely unaffected by the upcoming crisis.
One would expect firms to make some adjustments in capital structure or cash holdings
before a major crisis because of market disruptions and increased uncertainty. However,
the COVID-19 crisis is an exogenous shock. Thus, we can rest assured that our data
is not affected by the anticipation of revenue short-fall, as long as their fiscal year ends
prior to the outbreak of the crisis. Last, we remove firms that are missing relevant fiscal
information needed for the analysis, as well as duplicate data.
5.2 Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is calculated by first adjusting the daily close price (PRCCD)
by the daily total return factor (TRFD) and the daily adjustment factor (AJEXDI).
The variations in stock price are now adjusted for stock splits, corporate dividends,
share repurchases, and reinvestment of dividends. Stocks that lack adjustment factors in
Compustat are dropped. The adjusted stock price is then used to calculate daily simple
returns. Finally, to create the logarithmic return function, we take the natural logarithm
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of one plus the simple return minus the daily risk-free rate. We use the 1-month daily
treasury-bill rate as the risk-free rate. From this point on, the terms “return” or “stock
returns” are used for logarithmic stock returns.
5.3 The Independent Variables
5.3.1 Main Independent Variables
To proxy for financial flexibility, we include several metrics. The first three are equivalent
to Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) and use book leverage. The first metric, “metric one”, is cash,
short- and long-term debt scaled by total liabilities and book value of equity. Cash is
defined as currency and short-term investments (CHE/AT). Short-term debt is long-term
debt due in one year plus notes payable (DLC/AT). Long-term debt is long-term debt
due in over 1 year (DLTT/AT).
In addition to the natural three-way split of cash and leverage (metric one), we construct
two additional metrics of leverage: net short-term debt ((DLC-CHE)/AT) and long-
term debt to book assets (“metric two”), and cash and total book debt to book assets
((DLTT+DLC)/AT) (“metric three”). Net short-term debt is constructed by subtracting
cash from short-term debt, and book debt is the sum of short- and long-term debt. Metric
two is useful in determining whether the relative amount of short-term debt and cash
carry some explanatory power that the variables individually are not able to capture. The
same goes for metric three, we want to be certain that total book debt does not explain
any of the variations in stock returns that cannot be explained by short- and long-term
debt individually. Thus, metrics two and three function as controls for metric one.
We also include a new metric, “metric four”, which is cash to assets and short-
and long-term debt to total liabilities plus market value of equity at fiscal year-end
((DLC/(DLC+DLTT+PRCCF*CSHO)) and (DLTT/(DLC+DLTT+PRCCF*CSHO))).
Market leverage can be argued to be a better measurement than book leverage because it
directly reflects investor beliefs of asset value. Different accounting practices can overvalue
or undervalue the true value of assets and bias the debt capacity and risk of a firm. In
the analysis, we consider metrics one and four as our main metrics.
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5.3.2 Corporate and Industry Control Variables
To reduce omitted variable bias several different control variables on both firm and industry
levels are implemented. We control for corporate payouts as there is a trade-off between
cash and corporate payouts (Berk and DeMarzo, 2020c). Payout is defined as the total
dividends and share repurchase to common and preferred shareholders scaled by assets
((DVC+DVP+PRSTKC)/AT). Missing values are set to zero.
To ensure that our results are not due to the relative risk associated with individual firm
debt, we control for firm credit rating. We use the Standard & Poor’s issuer credit rating
(SPLTICRM). The rating system gives an indication of the firm’s overall creditworthiness,
besides the capability to pay individual obligations. Firms with a rating equal or above
BBB- are classified as “investment grade”, while firms with a rating between BB+ and C
are classified as “high yield”. The firms that are missing ratings are classified as no debt
rating. These are implemented in the regressions as indicator variables.
In Chapter 4 we discussed the importance of cost-structure. Firms with higher variable
costs find it easier to cut costs when revenue halts. To account for the degree of variable
and fixed cost, we control for the ratio of cost of goods sold (COGS/SALE) and the ratio
of selling, general and administrative costs (XSGA/SALE), both scaled by sales.
It is commonly known that investment programs tend to be somewhat sticky. We construct
two variables to account for investment programs. Firms with high investment expenses
often have investments as an integral part of their business model. Investment programs
can as such be argued to behave in the same manner as fixed costs in times of crisis. We
differentiate investment programs that aim at developing new products or services, and
those that aim at expanding current operations. The first variable generated is resource
and development (XRD/AT), and the second variable is capital expenditures (CAPX/AT),
both scaled by assets. Missing values of resource and development are set to zero.
We control for industries as cash and leverage typically vary between industries. Otherwise,
our regressions would likely display the difference between industries, rather than the
true effect of cash and leverage. We group all firms by their SIC codes according to the
Fama-French 49 industry classification, available from Kenneth French website3. These
3Kenneth French website: https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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industries are then implemented in our regression as indicator variables.
5.3.3 Market Risk Factors
It is generally accepted in the financial literature that certain market risk factors have
high explanatory power over asset returns, and we need to control for these. Three factors
that are particularly acknowledged, are defined in the Fama-French three-factor model.
The first of these factors is the exposure to market risk, Beta. Beta measures the extent to
which asset returns correspond to market return and assumes there is a linear relationship
between risk and returns (Fama and French, 1993). Beta is calculated, in Equation 5.1,
as the coefficient of a regression of daily log returns on daily log market premium from
January 2nd to December 31st, 2019. To ensure the precision of our estimates, we require
at least 200 observations.
ri,t = βi ∗ rm,t + εit (5.1)
The second and third market risk factors proposed in the Fama-French three-
factor model are book-to-market ratio (CEQ/(PRCC_F*CSHO)) and market value
(ln(PRCC_C*CSHO)) (Fama and French, 1993). We implement both of these as control
variables. The book-to-market factor is calculated as the book value of equity divided by
the market value of equity at fiscal year-end. To implement market value, we take the
logarithmic function of the market value of equity at year-end 2019.
Later supplementations to the Fama-French three-factor model are Carhart (1997), Novy-
Marx (2013) and Fama and French (2015). Carhart (1997) implements a momentum
factor. We calculate the momentum factor as the sum of logarithmic returns during 2019.
Novy-Marx (2013), and Fama and French (2015) add a profitability factor. We have
calculated the profitability factor as gross profits scaled by assets (GP/AT).
5.3.4 Measures of COVID-19 Exposure
Koren and Pető (2020) present a classification of industry exposure to COVID-19 in the US.
The proxy provides a measure of resilience to social distancing based on human interaction
and geographical locations. Their aim is to identify industries that are highly limited by
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governmental restrictions and quantify the economic costs of enforced social distancing.
The information is gathered using the Occupational Information Network (O*NET)
surveys. Industries are sorted after the 3-digit North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS), and the industry classes are given a score on a scale from 0-100. A high
score indicates that the industry is highly reliable on face-to-face interactions, and thus
has low resilience (high exposure). Koren and Pető (2020) present three focus areas of
face-to-face interactions: teamwork, customer, and presence. Teamwork share measures
how reliant the industries are on direct communication with coworkers, while customer
share measures how reliant the industries are on direct communication with customers.
Presence share, on the other hand, measures how dependent the industry is on physical
accessibility to each other, disregarding the need for communication. Koren and Pető
(2020) aggregate their indexes of teamwork- and customer share to create an overall
measure of communication, communication share. Last, they aggregate the three measures
of face-to-face interactions into one measure of total exposure, affected share.
Dingel and Neiman (2020) follow the same general method as Koren and Pető (2020).
They use O*NET surveys to measure the feasibility of working at home for different
occupations. They classify resilience by looking at the percentage of jobs that can be
done from home, classified by the 3-digit NAICS industry. A higher percentage indicates
higher resilience (lower exposure). They provide two different estimates. First, they use
the data to give a measure of the percentage of jobs within each industry that can be
performed from home, teleworkable employment. Next, the measure is weighted by each
jobs corresponding wage, to get teleworkable wage. Dingel and Neiman (2020) do a further
inspection of these indexes and their industry-level estimates. They use their judgment,
and manually alter values where they do not think the estimate from the data reflects the
real world to create teleworkable manual employment (TME) and teleworkable manual
wage (TMW). These manually adjusted indexes are highly correlated with the raw-data
indexes. Of Dingel and Neiman (2020) classifications, we only include the manually
adjusted indexes. To implement the indexes by Koren Peto (KP) and Dingel Neiman
(DN), we create indicator variables for the top and bottom quartile. By using two different
measures of fundamental exposure, we are able to verify the robustness of our results.
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5.4 Time Periods
From The Course of COVID-19 (Chapter 2), we identify three time periods with distinct
characteristics. The time period prior to the stock market crash, the stock market crash,
and the stock market recovery. The first period starts on January 2nd, the first trading
day after WHO is informed about the first cases of the virus on December 31st, 2019. The
period lasts until February 21st, which is the last trading day before the major lockdown
in Italy. During this time period, the market is experiencing increasing uncertainty and no
clear trend, with the virus gaining growing attention. We call this period the “Incubation”,
as it marks the buildup of the most violent stock market crash of all time.
The second time period starts on February 24th, in conjunction with the lockdown in
Italy. Governments all over the world impose lockdown and enforce temporary closure of
businesses. Relating to our hypotheses and the FCFE model, this is the period where
“revenue stops”, and in which the S&P 500 displays a clear negative trend. The period
lasts until FED announces major market interventions in the evening of March 23rd. We
call this time period the “Collapse”.
The third time period begins on March 24th. This day proves to be the turning point
in the stock markets as FED provides liquidity, and insolvency is no longer as great of a
concern. The stock market more or less grows continuously until September, with the S&P
500 surpassing the previous high prior to the collapse on February 19th. Consequently,
the end of the third time period is set to August 31st. We call this time period “Recovery”.
To summarize, the time periods Incubation, Collapse and Recovery start in succeeding
manner and have 35, 21, and 112 trading days respectively.
5.5 Summary Statistics
To give a clear illustration of the dataset we present the Summary Statistics in Table
5.1. We use cumulative returns to better demonstrate the magnitude of the returns. The
sample consists of 900 firms in the Incubation and decreases to 899 and 895 in the Collapse
and Recovery, respectively. The median firm return in the Incubation is -3%. More
interesting is what happens in the subsequent period, the Collapse. The median firm now
yields returns of -53.35%, with more than 95% of all firms having negative returns. The
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firm with the greatest stock price reduction has a reported return of -2.105. Converted to
simple returns, this is approximately -87.8%, which unveils the powerful nature of the
stock market crash. The market turns and the median return in the Recovery is 43.98%,
with over 95% of firms having positive returns. By August 31st our sample had almost
regained most of its lost value.
We need to gain a deeper insight of the distribution and size of cash and leverage. Not
surprisingly, cash holdings are skewed with a median of 6.42%. As suggested by Sánchez
and Yurdagul (2013), firms with high research and development (R&D) costs have a
tendency to hold larger cash holdings as the investment prospects are risky. Furthermore,
it is not surprising that firms also hold substantially more long-term than short-term
debt. The median long-term debt is about 20 times greater than short-term debt for both
metric one (29.68% and 1.5%) and four (20.83% and 1.09%). Interestingly, net short-term
debt tells us that 75% of firms have more cash than short-term debt.
Looking at investment programs, it is hardly surprising that R&D is strongly left-skewed,
with over 25% of firms investing zero. Firms either do or do not invest heavily in the
development of new products or series. Noteworthy, half of our sample is missing credit
rating. Reassuringly, equal amounts of firms have high yield (HY) and investment grade
(IG) ratings. We do also give attention to payouts as the distribution is very left-skewed,
suggesting that firms offering payouts typically have this as an integral part of their
business model. The market risk factor, Beta, has a median value of 1,0664, implying that
our sample is slightly more exposed to systematic risk. The increased risk likely stems
from our data filtering, where we drop entire industries. Furthermore, 99% of our sample
is profitable.
Koren and Pető (2020) indexes of resilience all have a common denominator. They are all
heavily left-skewed with little variation in the first 75% of the sample. This essentially
means that there is little difference between highly resilient firms and medium resilient
firms, but firms with low resilience stand out as they are extremely exposed. Thus,
we expect that the indicator variable for highly resilient firms (bottom quartile) is not
statistically different from the reference category (middle quartiles). The highly exposed
firms (the top quartile) however, are expected to be statistically different from the reference
category, as the indexes are highly left-skewed.
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Dingel and Neiman (2020) indexes of resilience differ from the KP measures in two ways.
First, they are opposite, meaning that a high score indicates high resilience to social
distancing. Second, the indexes are much more normally distributed, with variation in
all quartiles. The span in the indexes of DN greatly increases the possibility that both
highly resilient firms (top quartile) and highly exposed firms (bottom quartile) perform
differently from the reference category.
Table 5.1: Summary Statistics
The table presents Summary Statistics for dependent and independent variables in our
sample. Daily log returns are presented in the form of cumulative returns for each time
period.
5.6 Correlations
Table A.7 in the Appendix displays the correlations among our variables. In line with the
summary statistics and our expectations, the correlation between the Incubation and the
other periods are weak. The correlation between the Collapse and Recovery is moderately
negative at -0.505. This is economically intuitive given that the majority of stocks lose
value during the Collapse, and gain value during the Recovery.
Short-term debt correlates weakly with cumulative returns for all time periods. This
is surprising, we would expect short-term debt to have a stronger negative correlation
with cumulative returns during the Collapse. Long-term debt, on the other hand, has
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a moderately negative correlation with cumulative returns during the collapse period.
Interestingly, the correlation is almost double in metric four. The correlation weakens for
both measures and turns positive during the Recovery. Cash follows the same pattern as
long-term debt, but with opposite signs.
There should be a trade-off between cash holdings and corporate payouts (Berk and
DeMarzo, 2020c). Despite this, we find a positive correlation, although weak. Identifying
the origin of the positive coefficient has its difficulties. Corporate payouts can be funded
either by internal or external capital. Our measure is, however, not capable of distinguishing
between these two funding sources. On one hand, firms may have high payouts because
they are highly profitable with solid balance sheets. On the other hand, they can have weak
balance sheets, and their payouts are financed through the issuance of debt (Fahlenbrach
et al., 2020). We also give notice to the moderately positive correlation between cash
and R&D, further supporting the claims of Sánchez and Yurdagul (2013). Regarding the
fundamental exposure to COVID-19, KP and DN have a moderately negative correlation.
The negative correlation is expected because their scales are reversed. This gives a good
indication that the indexes capture some of the same effects.
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6 Methodology
To test our hypotheses we use the Fama-MacBeth (FMB) procedure from 1973. The
method is a variant of cross-sectional regression that was developed in order to empirically
test the CAPM. The FMB-method is a two-stage procedure. In the first stage the betas,
i.e. the risk factor loadings, are generated. This can be accomplished by performing an
OLS-regression for each asset, i, for the time period (shown in Equation 5.1).
The FMB proceeds in stage two by running a cross-sectional regression using the generated
betas from stage one for each time period, t, to get the risk premia lambda in Equation
6.1. (Cochrane, 2005)
ri,t = βi ∗ λt + αi,t (6.1)
Suppose the dataset consists of 100 data points in time, the FMB will run 100 separate
cross-sectional regressions. Next, the estimated risk premia (lambda) and errors from













Given that our paper focuses on the impact of corporate balance sheets during COVID-19,
the majority of our key variables are book values collected from annual reports. These
variables are constant and fixed in time, hence they do not need to be estimated through
FMB stage one (Cochrane, 2005). Since we use firm characteristics (x) instead of estimated
coefficients (betas) in the second stage, the coefficients generated for these characteristics
can not be interpreted as risk premia (lambda). They need to be interpreted as coefficients.
The only variable that needs to be estimated through FMB stage one is the exposure to
market risk factor during 2019 (Beta). The coefficient of Beta can be interpreted as a risk
premium.
The reason why the FMB is so famous is that it is useful not only for asset pricing, but for
pooled-regressions in general. A common problem with OLS is that it does not account
for the fact that the error terms are not independent of each other. If one stock price
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rises, neighboring firms’ stock prices are likely to rise as well, because of cross-sectional
correlations. Thus, OLS gets the correct coefficient, but the standard errors will be wrong,
and the statistical significance overemphasized. This brings us to the brilliance of FMB.
The method exploits the different estimates at each time period to find the standard
error of the coefficients. The FMB-standard errors are calculated by taking the standard
deviation of the coefficients across time (t), divided by the root of total time periods
(T). The standard errors are thus adjusted for cross-sectional dependence and yield more
correct significance levels. (Cochrane, 2005)
The statistical significance is expressed by a t-statistic. The t-statistic is calculated by










t− stat = λ̂
SE
(6.4)
To verify that the coefficients are significant at the 5% level, we need a t-statistic greater
than the absolute value of 1.96. The FMB relies heavily on the time series length when
generating its t-statistics. A short time period will cause the FMB-standard errors to
increase, which in turn causes the model to lose its statistical power. Our shortest time
period, the Collapse, has 21 time periods (T). While the length of the Collapse could
raise some concerns, it should be within a threshold that gives reasonable standard errors.
What’s more, the alternative unclustered OLS could cause too small standard errors if
error terms are cross-sectionally correlated. (Cochrane, 2005)
There are two further common concerns related to the FMB. One concern is that the
FMB does not adjust for time-series correlations. Another concern is the errors-in-variable
problem. The FMB does not correct its standard errors for the fact that the betas
are estimated variables (Cochrane, 2005). However, these issues should not pose any
difficulties to us. It is commonly known in academia that asset prices follow a random




To investigate our hypotheses we execute regressions in our three time periods: Incubation,
Collapse, and Recovery. In Subchapter 7.1 we present our findings regarding cash and
leverage, controlled for corporate characteristics, market risk factors, and industry-fixed
effects. In Subchapter 7.2 we implement measurements of fundamental exposure to the
pandemic and interact these with our main independent variables.
7.1 Financial Flexibility and Stock Returns
In this chapter, we study the transmission effects of financial flexibility. The first hypothesis
states that cash and leverage should be positive and negative determinants of stock returns
during the market crash. To ensure the validity of our measurements of cash and leverage
we use all of our four metrics. For each time period, we perform one regression for each
metric. In total, this gives us four regressions for each time period. The first column
presents “metric one”, with the subsequent column number presenting the corresponding
metric.
7.1.1 Incubation
The Incubation period starts January 2nd and ends on February 21st, which is 35 trading
days. Table 7.1 shows the regression results for the Incubation. Overall, the results are
consistent and similar for all variables, regardless of the debt metric. Expectedly, we find
no significant results from cash and leverage. Investors have not yet realized the severeness
of the situation that is to come. Interestingly, short-term debt to assets is significant at
the 10% level, however, this is not enough to claim any explanatory power. Consistent
with our hypothesis, cash and leverage are not determinants of stock return prior to the
revenue shortfall.
Inspecting corporate characteristics, we find that the higher the level of corporate payouts
in 2019, the lower the stock return the firm experiences. Similarly, there is also a negative
relationship between capital expenditures (CAPEX) and returns in metrics two and three.
Interestingly, none of the market risk factors help explain any of the variations in stock
returns. This is surprising as one, in general, would expect Beta to be significant. Thus,
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the 2019 exposure to market risk is seemingly of no importance. However, Beta has
economically intuitive signs and reflects the slightly negative return during the period.
The positive signs of the logarithm of market value can be an indication that investors
begin to seek “safe havens” as uncertainty starts to rise.
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Table 7.1: Stock Returns: Incubation
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors in the Incubation. The first column presents
“metric one”, with the subsequent column presenting the corresponding metric. The
sample includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the
NYSE, NASDAQ, and AMEX. Financial, utility, and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition.
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7.1.2 Collapse
The Collapse period starts February 24th and ends on March 23rd, which is 21 trading days.
Table 7.2 shows the regression results for the Collapse. All main independent variables are
significant with economically intuitive signs, which is in line with Fahlenbrach et al. (2020).
Supporting our first hypothesis, short- and long-term debt is significant at the 5% level.
The increased risk associated with debt causes lower stock returns. Although short-term
debt has a greater coefficient, long-term debt is of greater economical magnitude. This is
simply because firms hold 20 times more long-term than short-term debt. To illustrate
the magnitude, a one standard deviation increase in short- and long-term debt would
amount to lower returns, for the period as a whole, of 3.1%4 and 5.6% for metric one,
3.4% and 11.5% for metric four. Further, it is worth noting that while short-term debt is
of similar magnitude in both metrics, long-term debt is of greater importance in metric
four. Differences in accounting practices can overvalue or undervalue value assets on the
balance sheet. Thus, long-term market leverage may be a more reliable measurement of
available collateral, and hence risk.
The coefficient for cash is highly significant at the 1% level. A one standard deviation
increase in cash gives higher returns of 4.6% and 3%, in metrics one and four. Together
this demonstrates the importance of cash in times when liquidity is of high demand. This
is in line with economic rationale, considering the fact that higher cash holdings would
relieve the economic pressure of insolvency. Last, we give notice that the magnitude of
cash decreases slightly when using metric four. Furthermore, we find that our result for
metric one is robust to the different control proxies of metrics two and three. A further
proof that cash and debt are positive and negative determinants of stock returns when
revenue stops.
Regarding control variables, we find it surprising that corporate payouts have positive
signs. The reason can be linked to the financing of payouts, as discussed in Subchapter
5.6. Metric four is consistent for all cost controls and yields significant results for selling,
general and administrative costs (SGA). Firms that do not manage to cut costs will
experience a greater fall in stock price when revenue stops. Surprisingly, we find no
4Daily returns are calculated as (-0.0288*0.0507)*100%. Multiplied by 21 days to get the return for
the whole period (3.1%).
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evidence of this using the other metrics. In addition, only metric four yields intuitive
signs for the investment programs. Interestingly, we find a negative coefficient for IG.
This is however only statistically significant in metrics two and three.
Similar to Incubation the market risk factor controls are all insignificant. Beta has a
negative coefficient simply because the market is falling. Investors tend to seek “safe
havens” in high market capitalization- and value stocks, as these are less prone to default.
Naturally, the book-to-market ratio and market value have positive coefficients.
To summarize the findings during the Collapse, we present a numerical example and
compare our results with Fahlenbrach et al. (2020). Consider two firms, one financially
flexible the other financially inflexible. The financially flexible firm has low debt (first
quartile, 25%) and high cash holdings (third quartile, 75%). The financially inflexible
firm has high debt (third quartile, 75%) and low cash holdings (first quartile, 25%).
According to our first hypothesis, the flexible firm should experience higher returns than
the inflexible, all other things equal. Using metric one, the flexible firm experiences a
return of 12.4% higher than the inflexible5. Using metric four the difference amounts to
20.5%. To illustrate the magnitude of these numbers: The median cumulative firm return
in our sample is -53.4%. This means that the stock price for the flexible firm decreases
23.2%6 and 38.4% less than the inflexible. In comparison, Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) find
that the difference between the stock price drops of financially flexible and inflexible firms
is 26%, for their equivalent metric (our metric one). The magnitude is similar, and the
small difference to our metric one may stem from the different definitions of the Collapse.
The difference between our metric one and four is substantial. Metric four is also more
consistent with control variables for investment. This speaks to the greater economical
importance of metric four, and may suggest that the metric likely is a better measurement
of collateral and risk. In addition, metric two and three yield consistent results with
metric one, with the flexible firm seeing lower stock price reductions of 20.4% and 21%
respectively. Hence, the robustness of our results across debt metrics strengthens the
internal validity, as the choice of metric does not influence our conclusion, but only the
magnitude of our results.
5Return gap, calculated: 100%*21* (-0.0288*(0.0057-0.0382)-0,0109 *(0.165-0.4254)+0.0175*(0.1465-
0.0261))=12.4%
6Percentage of total return, calculated: 20.5% / 53.4%
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Table 7.2: Stock Returns: Collapse
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors in the Collapse. The first column presents “metric
one”, with the subsequent column presenting the corresponding metric. The sample
includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE,
NASDAQ, and AMEX. Financial, utility, and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition.
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7.1.3 Recovery
The Recovery period starts March 24th and ends August 31st, which is 112 trading
days. Table 7.3 shows the regression results for the Recovery. We find that cash and
leverage have consistent signs across different leverage metrics. All measurements related
to short-term debt and cash are insignificant. Long-term debt is significant in metrics
one, two, and three.
Remember the flexible and inflexible firms from the Collapse (Subchapter 7.1.2). Using
metric one, the flexible firm experiences returns of 12.4% higher than the inflexible firm,
creating a return gap. About 2% of the return gap was attributed to the lower short-term
debt, 6% to the lower long-term debt, and 4.4% to the higher cash holdings. During
the following 112 trading days the inflexible firm experiences 5.2% higher returns than
the flexible, all of which is attributed to the higher holdings of long-term debt. At the
end of the market growth period on August 31st, the inflexible firm has not closed the
whole return gap. It has almost closed the isolated return gap from long-term debt,
but the differences between short-term debt and cash remain constant due to a lack of
statistical significance. A novelty with our study arises when using metric four. Long-term
debt is no longer significant and the financially inflexible firm does not recuperate any
of the value lost in Collapse. Regardless of debt metrics, the majority of the return gap
between financially flexible and inflexible firms remains constant. Our results thus speak
in disfavour of the leverage effect by Merton (1974), and support the initial claim made
by Fahlenbrach et al. (2020).
The corporate characteristic and issue rating control variables are similar in magnitude
and significance across all columns. Corporate payouts are now negative and significant
in metrics one and three, indicating that firms with higher payouts in 2019 get lower
returns during the Recovery. One explanation can be related to expected future dividend
payments. Firms giving out payouts typically have this as an integral part of their business
model. If COVID-19 unexpectedly causes payouts to decrease or cease for a period in
time, their stock price would decrease.
The coefficient of profitability is positive and significant, which means that efficient firms
outperform less efficient firms in periods of growth. Interestingly, Beta is insignificant.
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As the market is in a growth phase, higher systematic risk should lead to higher returns.
However, firms with higher or lower systematic risk in 2019 do not perform significantly
different. This indicates that market exposure in 2019 is not necessarily the best measure
of systematic risk during the pandemic. An explanation could lie in the nature of the novel
coronavirus. For instance, a firm with a low market exposure in a highly exposed industry
would have high risk, whereas a firm with high market exposure in a resilient industry would
perhaps be associated with low risk. Furthermore, the significant independent variables
only stand for a small fraction of the period growth of 44% (Table 5.1). Consequently,
the majority of growth has to be driven by other factors or characteristics. Unreported in
the table are the Fama-French 49 industry dummies. When studying these, it becomes
clear that industry is an important driver for stock return during Recovery. For instance,
in metric one, The Fama-French industry number 18 “Construction” is significant with a
p-value of 3.1%. For the entire period they see higher returns of 53.76%, compared to the
reference category (FF49 number 1) “Agriculture”.
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Table 7.3: Stock Returns: Recovery
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors in the Recovery. The first column presents “metric
one”, with the subsequent column presenting the corresponding metric. The sample
includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE,
NASDAQ, and AMEX. Financial, utility, and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition.
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7.2 Fundamental Exposure and Stock Returns
In this chapter, we discuss fundamental exposure to COVID-19. The second hypothesis
states that the importance of cash and leverage should be magnified (reduced) for firms
with high (low) fundamental COVID-19 exposure. To test this we integrate indicator
variables for high and low fundamental COVID-19 exposure, and interact these with cash
and leverage. The inclusion of indicator variables and interaction terms allows firms with
different exposure to social distancing to have different effects of capital structure and
cash. We use metric four in the discussion, while metric one is included in the Appendix.
7.2.1 Incubation
Consistent with the results in Subchapter 7.1.1, we find that cash, short- and long-term
debt are not determinants of stock return in the Incubation. We find that the majority of
interaction terms between cash and firms with high fundamental exposure to COVID-19
are positive and significant. This is the case for both metric four (Table 7.4) and one
(Table A.1 in Appendix). Interestingly, Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) find the same effect,
but in the Collapse. The same effect detected in time periods could be due to different
definitions of time periods.
The significant interaction terms for exposed firms indicate that they experience higher
stock returns from their cash holdings. Since cash in and of itself is not a determinant of
stock returns, cash holdings are only beneficial for highly exposed firms in the Incubation.
When uncertainty about future cash flow rises, firms want to hold more cash to relieve
financial stress. The fact that cash is beneficial for exposed firms indicates growing
disturbance. Exposed firms, like the travel industry, will likely be the first to notice
the effects of the upcoming crisis. Even though there yet are no travelling restrictions,
consumers might travel less due to recommendations. Uncertainty of future prospects are
thus greater for this industry, and they would probably gain from higher cash holdings.
Highly exposed firms measured by affected-share have higher returns from their long-term
debt in both metrics. However, the majority of other interactions with long-term debt are
insignificant. In addition, high fundamental exposure to COVID-19 measured by affected
share and TMW yields lower return for firms in metric four and one respectively. All
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interaction terms for resilient firms are insignificant. Resilient firms do not experience any
additional effect from cash and leverage.
Table 7.4: Incubation: Fundamental Exposure and Stock Return: metric four
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash, short- and long-term market leverage in the
Incubation. Each column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The
sample includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the
NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk
factors and corporate characteristics.
7.2.2 Collapse
In Subchapter 7.1.2 we claim that cash and leverage are positive and negative determinants
of stock returns. Thus, it is quite surprising that the majority of the interaction terms with
cash are insignificant in metric four (Table 7.5) and metric one (Table A.2, Appendix) when
the stock market crashes. We expected the signs to be positive for highly exposed firms,
and negative (or close to zero) for highly resilient firms. This is not the case as the signs
of the interaction terms are contradicting across the indexes and level of resilience. The
same applies for short-term debt. The conflicting signs and lack of statistical significance
lead us to believe that firms do not gain or lose any additional value from cash holdings
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or short-term debt.
While it is surprising that the coefficients are insignificant, some explanation can be given
for the interaction terms with cash. The magnified effect exposed firms experience from
cash is found prior to the stock market crash. As mentioned in Subchapter 5.5 there is
little span in the bottom 75% of KP indexes, meaning that resilient firms do not differ
vastly in resilience level from the reference category. However, this is not an explanation
for the insignificant results in the DN interaction terms.
The interaction term for long-term debt provides more intriguing results. Metric four
yields no significance, although the signs are economically intuitive. The signs are logical
for both exposed and resilient firms in four out of seven indexes. Exposed firms are
presumed to have a greater percentage of revenue shortfall compared to the median 50%,
while the opposite is assumed for resilient firms. Thus, the risks associated with exposed
and resilient firms are higher and lower, respectively. For that reason, the interaction
term signs should be negative and positive for exposed and resilient firms. In contrast to
metric four, metric one (Table A.2, Appendix) yields some significance for highly exposed
firms. These interactions are positive, indicating that long-term debt is of less importance
for highly exposed firms. This finding is counter-intuitive and speaks in disfavour of our
second hypothesis. Moreover, this finding is extra robust as affected share and TMW are
the main measurements from KP and DN. Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) find similar results,
although they are not significant at the 5% level.
Given that metric one and four yielded similar results in Subchapter 7.1.2, it is puzzling
that the results differ vastly when including measures of social distancing. Although
metric one yields statistically significant interaction terms they lack economical intuition.
It is counter-intuitive that highly exposed firms supposedly are affected less by their
holdings of long-term debt. Our reasoning is supported by the findings in metric four.
The interaction terms in metric four have opposite signs of those in metric one, although
the results are not significant. We have gone over our estimation procedure and have not
discovered any errors in the creation of the variables. While it can be difficult to state
why metric one suggests that highly exposed firms experience lower stock price reductions
from long-term debt, the culprit could be an omitted variable. For instance, it could
be that high exposure firms may have book values of assets lower than market value of
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assets, which can underestimate their collateral and hence make it seem that debt is of
less importance.
Last, we find that the majority of fundamental exposure indicator variables are insignificant.
This is surprising given that Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) finds that exposed firms see lower
returns. An explanation of the weaker significance levels may be the robust standard
errors of the FMB compared to OLS. Based on the work of Pagano et al. (2020), we would
expect a statistically difference in returns between resilient and exposed industries for all
indexes. However, remember that we control our regressions for industry-fixed effects.
Therefore, it is likely that some of the effect found by Pagano et al. (2020) is captured by
our industry controls.
Table 7.5: Collapse: Fundamental Exposure and Stock Return: metric four
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash, short- and long-term market leverage in the
Collapse. Each column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The
sample includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the
NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk
factors and corporate characteristics.
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7.2.3 Recovery
When FED announces their market intervention cash is no longer as big of a concern. The
advantage of initially having high cash holdings disappears as liquidity is easy to access.
FED eases market frictions and supplies funds to firms in need. The interaction terms with
cash all have negative coefficients. Metric one (Table A.3, Appendix) yields significant
results for the interaction terms with the KP indexes for high exposure. Interpreted
this means that highly exposed firms have lower returns because of their cash holdings.
For metric four (Table 7.6), only one of the KP indexes for highly exposed firms yields
significance. Although significance is weaker for metric four, all negative coefficients
indicate that exposed firms lose from higher cash holdings. The initial value highly
exposed firms gained in the Incubation from cash holdings thus seems to be lost during the
Recovery. It is worth mentioning that the results are weaker for metric four, which appears
to be a more robust metric. Further supported by the insignificance of DN interaction
terms.
The short- and long-term debt interaction terms are all insignificant, indicating that
exposure to the pandemic does not alter the effect of leverage. The same results are
found from the fundamental exposure variables themselves, with the majority yielding
insignificant results.
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Table 7.6: Recovery: Fundamental Exposure and Stock Return: metric four
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash, short- and long-term market leverage in the
Recovery. Each column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The
sample includes common stocks with fiscal year-end prior to January 31st. listed on the
NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in
addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for
industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk
factors and corporate characteristics.
7.3 Summary of Results
When revenue stops, firms with less leverage and more cash perform significantly better
than firms with more leverage and less cash. During the Collapse the difference between
financially flexible and inflexible firms amounts to 12.3% using metric one, and 20.5%
using metric four. With a median return in our sample of -53.4%, this entails that the
stock price decreases 23.2% and 38.4% less for flexible firms respectively. The majority of
the difference in returns is not regained during the next 112 trading days.
Including social distancing measurements, we find that exposed firms gain from higher
cash holdings during the Incubation. Metric one suggests that long-term debt is
of less importance for firms exposed to the pandemic during the Collapse, which is
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not economically intuitive. We argue that an omitted variable could be the culprit.
Our argumentation is further supported by more reasonable findings in metric four.
Furthermore, metric one gives clear indications that the effect of cash for exposed firms
during the Incubation is reversed in the Recovery. This is only partially supported by
metric four, yielding some ambiguity about the results. Last, we do not find that resilient
firms benefit less from high cash holdings and low leverage. We find weak indications that
being classified as exposed in itself leads to lower stock returns in the Incubation. Being
classified as resilient in itself does not lead to higher stock returns.
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8 Validity and Robustness
In this chapter, we analyse the validity and robustness of our results. We investigate
whether our results are due to a mechanical leverage effect in Subchapter 8.1, followed by
further robustness tests in Subchapter 8.2.
8.1 The Mechanical Leverage Effect
Inspired by the approach of Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), we want to validate that our findings
are not simply documentation of the leverage effect. The difference in returns between
financially flexible and inflexible firms in the Collapse is not regained in the Recovery. If
the lower equity returns had been a result of the elasticity of equity, firms with higher
leverage should have regained all of their lost value (Merton, 1974). No evidence of a
leverage effect when the market recovers, makes us believe that the return difference in
the Collapse can not be entirely explained by the leverage effect either.
Merton (1974) developed a framework where he describes the firm’s equity as a call option
on the underlying assets, Equations 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3. This model is useful in determining
the effect of leverage when asset prices change. The value of equity (S) is described as a
function of the value of assets (V) subtracting the face value of debt (F). The remaining
terms in the equations are the risk-free rate (r), asset volatility (sigma), the normal
distribution (N), Euler’s number (e), time today (t), and time to maturity of debt (T).


















d2 = d1 − σ ∗
√
(T − t) (8.3)
To illustrate the leverage effect, we present a simple mathematical example. In the Collapse
the median firm with a net debt ratio of less than 1% saw equity losses of 40% continuously
compounded, exhibiting that asset prices fell from 100 to 67. The risk free-rate is set to
0%. To give the numerical example we need to make assumptions regarding asset volatility
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and debt maturity. The time to maturity of debt is set to 10 years, and volatility to 30%.
Since equity and assets are almost identical for these firms, the difference between equity
and asset returns equals zero. If no leverage effect is observed, increasing leverage should
not cause equity returns to be lower than asset returns.
Figure 8.1: The Leverage Effect with Constant Volatility
The figure illustrates the Merton (1974) leverage effect with constant volatility. We
assume asset value reduction from 100 to 67, a risk-free rate of 0%, time of maturity of 10
years, and volatility of 30%.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the leverage effect. Similar to Fahlenbrach et al. (2020) we find that
the elasticity of equity increases when leverage (in percentage) increases, causing lower
equity returns. In other words, the greater the debt, the lower the equity returns. The
leverage effect is symmetrical and the similar effect, although opposite, would be the case
when asset prices rise. Arguing that our findings in the Collapse are nothing more than a
testament to the increased elasticity of equity with increasing levels of debt.
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Figure 8.2: CBOE Volatility Index (VIX)
The figure shows the development in the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) from January to
December 2020. It is constructed by using data collected from Yahoo Finance.
However, one of the main assumptions concerning the Merton framework is that the
underlying volatility is constant (Merton, 1974). This assumption is violated, as volatility
skyrocketed when the pandemic hit with full force. Figure 8.2 displays that the volatility
index, VIX, went from approximately 15 at the start of the year to over 80 at its peak in
March. The assumption of constant volatility is invalid, as future volatility increased over
5 times and stabilized at a greater level. From Equations 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 we see that an
increase in volatility will lead to increased equity values. Allowing for varying levels of
debt and volatility gives us Figure 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: The Leverage Effect with Variable Volatility
The figure illustrates the Merton (1974) leverage effect. We assume asset value reduction
from 100 to 67, a risk-free rate of 0%, and a time to maturity of 10 years.
Increasing volatility causes equity returns to be vastly greater than asset returns. The
volatility effect is astounding, a leverage of 80% with a volatility of 30% would give
negative equity returns of 38.8%. If volatility doubled to 60%, the effect would be positive
31.7%. The same applies for lower levels of debt, with the effect of 25% leverage going
from negative to positive for a doubling in volatility. The increasing volatility speaks
against the leverage effect, which is in line with the findings of Fahlenbrach et al. (2020).
8.2 Robustness Tests
By employing the FMB-methodology we have in one way already performed a robustness
test. The FMB-regressions are robust for cross-sectional correlations of the error terms
and the statistical power is less likely to be overemphasized. Additionally, the results are
robust for different implementations of cash and leverage (metrics two and three).
In order to validate our results further, it is constructive to conduct robustness tests for
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our main metrics (one and four). To control for outliers in the data, we both truncate and
winsorize cash and leverage at the 1st and 99th percentile. Winsorizing implies replacing
the variable value with a less extreme value, while truncating is removing extreme values
from the sample. The purpose is to make sure that outliers varying drastically from
the true population are not overvalued (Ghosh and Vogt, 2012). When winsorizing, the
magnitude and sign of all coefficients and their significance levels remain identical with
our earlier findings (Table A.4, Appendix). The same applies when truncating (Table A.5,
Appendix). The only exceptions are found when truncating the Collapse. In metric one,
both long- and short-term debt lose some significance, despite remaining significant at the
10% level. Similarly, short-term debt has a p-value of 10.6% in metric four.
A third control is to execute the regressions without controlling for industry-fixed effects
(Table A.6, Appendix). Initially we controlled for industry because we wanted to find
the true effect of cash and leverage, and not figure out whether industries with different
leverage performed differently. Removing the industry-fixed effects and running the
regressions again, yields the same results as the truncated regression during the Collapse.
This further strengthens our findings.
Overall we find that long-term debt in metric four and cash for both metrics are robust
for both winsorizing, truncating, and excluding industry-fixed effects. Long-term debt in
metric one and short-term debt in both metrics are robust to winsorizing, but loses the
statistical power when truncating and excluding industry-fixed effects.
The potential danger of robustness tests such as truncating and winsorizing is that they
bias the results. They may undervalue the importance of the outlier (a valid datapoint)
and lead to results that differ from the true population (Ghosh and Vogt, 2012). This
entails that we do not discard the validity of our results using metric one, but rather
recognize that they change significance levels when truncating. For metric four it entails
that long-term debt is robust, and hence solidifies our initial results.
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9 Limitations and Further Research
Limitations in respect to our research are mainly concerning our data. First, there is
a trade-off between having the most up-to-date financial statements and correcting for
accounting lag. We disregard accounting lag, as updated information about cash and
leverage is of particular interest in times of crisis. As long as financial statements are
unaffected by the upcoming crisis, accounting lag will not influence the firm’s liquidity and
available collateral. Unfortunately, accounting lag can cause stock price reactions when
financial statements are made public, and not considering accounting lags can slightly bias
our results. Second, we use outdated long-term issuer credit ratings. Compustat has not
updated the ratings since February 2017. This can be the reason behind our insignificant
results in Subchapter 7.1.2. Third, to prevent the overvaluation of small firms, we exclude
firms with a market capitalization below the 10th percentile. Another way of solving
this problem could be to value-weight the regressions. Fourth, it is worth mentioning
that our sample is fairly small compared to Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), due to all filtering
requirements.
The choice of method limits our opportunities to capture the isolated effect of the FEDs
market intervention. The first trading day after the announcement the S&P 500 grew by
9%7, and growth from intervention day to August 31st was 45%8. The growth on the
first trading day after FEDs announcement amounts to 20% of the total growth from
intervention to August 31st9. The financially inflexible firms likely regained some lost
value on this day, but FMB is unable to verify this. With a too short time period the
FMB t-statistics would not be able to yield any meaningful results, as they rely on the
length of the time series.
Limitations regarding our measures of social distancing are twofold. First, firms must be
classified into one industry. Fundamental exposure for conglomerates is thus likely to be
skewed. Second, the indexes on fundamental exposure do not account for the exposures
of the firm’s suppliers and customers. A firm that is categorised as resilient, should
perhaps be categorised as exposed if its suppliers or customers are exposed. More inclusive
7Returns March 23rd to 24th, calculated: ln(2447.33/2237.4) = 9%
8Returns March 23rd to August 31st, calculated: ln(3500.31/2237.4) = 44.75 = 45%
9Returns on Intervention day in percentage of period returns, calculated: 9/45 = 20%
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measurements of pandemic exposure would perhaps have a greater span than the KP
indexes, and reveal that the median firms in our sample actually are more exposed than
suggested in the summary statistics. This in turn could make the importance of resilience
more prominent.
For further research we have two main suggestions: one related to social distancing, the
other to financial flexibility. The first suggestion is to go in-depth on different types of
social distancing measurements, including both exposure of suppliers and customers. Could
other more inclusive measurements regarding fundamental exposure alter our conclusion?
To maximize shareholder wealth, a firm must be more resilient to different exogenous
shocks, in particular pandemics. In the case of sudden social distancing requirements, it is
hard to change the fundamental exposure of the industry the firm operates within. Some
industries are dependent on physical interactions to survive. To be more robust against
future exogenous shocks, firms may consider increasing their cash holdings and lowering
their leverage. The second suggestion is to investigate whether levels of cash and leverage




There are two main objectives of our master thesis. First, we study whether cash and
leverage are positive and negative determinants of equity returns in the stock market
crash under the COVID-19 pandemic, respectively. Second, we investigate whether the
effects of financial flexibility are magnified (reduced) for firms highly exposed (resilient) to
the pandemic. The purpose of our study is not to come up with some investment strategy
or other financial advice, but to uncover the mechanisms of the corporate balance sheet
during an unexpected economic shock.
To answer our hypotheses, we perform FMB-regressions for firms with fiscal year-end
prior to February 2020. Based on our analysis, we are able to verify our first hypothesis.
When using book leverage we find that financially flexible firms’ stock price falls 23.2%
less than financially inflexible firms. When using market leverage this difference amounts
to 38.4%. We argue that the increased magnitude of market leverage is due to its more
robust measurement of collateral and risk, as it directly reflects investor beliefs of asset
values. Different accounting practices can bias the value of assets, and hence misjudge the
collateral available to borrow against. The lower magnitude of stock returns when using
book leverage can be an indication that assets are undervalued on the balance sheet.
Running regressions after FEDs market intervention on March 23rd, display that the
difference between financially flexible and inflexible firms appears to be constant. This
argues against a mechanical leverage effect, which would advocate that financially inflexible
firms would regain all lost value. A numerical example is presented, where we demonstrate
that the increased firm volatility offsets the mechanical leverage effect.
The second hypothesis is partially validated. Exposed firms appear to be gaining from
higher cash holdings prior to the lockdown in Italy on February 21st. We get some results
suggesting that this effect is reversed after FEDs market intervention on March 23rd, but
the results are inconclusive. Furthermore, we do not find a significant magnified effect
between debt and exposed firms. Market leverage has economically intuitive signs, but
lack statistical power. Counter-intuitively, book leverage suggests that long-term debt is
of less importance for exposed firms. We find weak indications that being classified as
exposed in itself leads to lower stock returns in the Incubation. Regarding resilient firms,
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we get no results suggesting that they benefit less from financial flexibility. Furthermore,
being classified as resilient in itself does not lead to higher stock returns.
A novelty with our study is the implementation of market leverage. Based on our analysis
we believe that market leverage is a more reliable measurement of leverage. We argue
that market leverage yields economically intuitive results, which is not always the case
for book leverage. Furthermore, market leverage is more robust to both removals of
industry-fixed effects, winsorizing, and truncating. By implementing this measure we
do not only validate the results of Fahlenbrach et al. (2020), but show that the value of
financial flexibility is even greater than initially suggested. The robustness of our results
across different debt metrics strengthens the internal validity, as the choice of metric does
not influence our conclusion, but only the magnitude of our results.
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Table A.1: Incubation, Fundamental Exposure and Stock Returns: metric one
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash and book leverage in the Incubation. Each
column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The sample includes
common stocks with fiscal year end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ
and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in addition to penny
and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for industry-fixed effects after
the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk factors and corporate
characteristics.
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Table A.2: Collapse, Fundamental Exposure and Stock Returns: metric one
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash and book leverage in the Collapse. Each
column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The sample includes
common stocks with fiscal year end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ
and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in addition to penny
and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are controlled for industry-fixed effects after
the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk factors and corporate
characteristics.
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Table A.3: Recovery, Fundamental Exposure and Stock Returns: metric one
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on fundamental
exposure to COVID-19 interacted with cash and book leverage in the Recovery. Each
column represents a different measure of Fundamental exposure. The sample includes
common stocks with fiscal year end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ
and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for-profit firms are removed, in addition to penny
and small capitalization-stocks. Regressions are controlled for industry-fixed effects after
the Fama-French 49 industry definition, as well as market risk factors and corporate
characteristics.
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Table A.4: Robustness Test: Winsorizing
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors during COVID-19, winsorized at the 1st and 99th
percentile. The odd numbered columns present “metric one”, and even numbered columns
present “metric four”. The sample includes common stocks with fiscal year end prior to
January 31st. listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and
not-for-profit firms are removed, in addition to penny and small capitalization stocks.
Regressions are controlled for industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry
definition.
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Table A.5: Robustness Test: Truncating
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors during COVID-19, truncated at the 1st and 99th
percentile. The odd numbered columns present “metric one”, and even numbered columns
present “metric four”. The sample includes common stocks with fiscal year end prior to
January 31st. listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and
not-for-profit firms are removed, in addition to penny and small-capitalization stocks.
Regressions are controlled for industry-fixed effects after the Fama-French 49 industry
definition.
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Table A.6: Financial Flexibility and Stock Returns: No Industry-fixed Effects
The table shows results from FMB-regressions of daily log returns on corporate
characteristics and market risk factors during COVID-19. The odd numbered columns
present “metric one”, and even numbered columns present “metric four”. The sample
includes common stocks with fiscal year end prior to January 31st. listed on the NYSE,
NASDAQ and AMEX. Financial, utility and not-for- profit firms are removed, in addition
to penny and small-capitalization stocks. Regressions are not controlled for industry-fixed
effects.
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T
ab
le
A
.7:
C
orrelations
T
he
table
displays
definitions
for
the
variables
used
in
our
regressions.
